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Some protesters climbed out of their wheelchairs  to crawl on the ground during the snap

action to highlight the demeaning nature of the proposed changes   
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#NDISCrawl Protesters

Maggie Coggan (https://probonoaustralia.com.au/author/maggiecoggan/) | 15 September 2020 at 8:21 am

 5 Comments

 Print

Pressure is mounting on the government to answer questions around how the

controversial National Disability Insurance Scheme independent assessments will work,

with advocacy groups saying they will be forced to “crawl on their hands and knees” to

get support. 

On Friday, hundreds of people gathered at virtual and physically distanced “snap action”

events across the country, calling on the government to throw out plans that will force

NDIS participants to undergo mandatory independent assessments.

(https://probonoaustralia.com.au/news/2020/09/new-ndis-independent-assessments-

slammed-by-disability-activists/)  

The action included a physically distanced vigil at the NDIS Canberra office, with some

participants even getting out of their wheelchairs to crawl on the ground to demonstrate

the barriers they would be up against if the proposed changes were enforced.
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intellectually bankrupt #NDIS (https://twitter.com/hashtag/NDIS?

src=hash&ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw) Tender for intrusive, pointless, secret

assessment reports @ndisceo (https://twitter.com/ndisceo?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw)
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#auspol (https://twitter.com/hashtag/auspol?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw) Is

this what you're making us do again? https://t.co/2jbFKappMU

(https://t.co/2jbFKappMU)

— Dougie Herd (@dougie_herd) September 11, 2020

(https://twitter.com/dougie_herd/status/1304259786498867200?

ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw)

NDIS participant and protest spokesperson, Craig Wallace, told Pro Bono News the

action sent a loud and clear message about the measures. 

“People actually getting out of their chairs and crawling on the ground is pretty

unprecedented, I can’t remember anything like this happening, even during the NDIS

campaign,” Wallace said. 

As part of the federal government’s response to the Tune Review

(https://probonoaustralia.com.au/news/2020/08/singing-to-the-same-tune-

government-backs-all-recommendations-from-tune-review/), the changes mean NDIS-

appointed healthcare professionals would conduct one to four assessments using

standardised tools to assess NDIS eligibility, instead of individuals getting reports from

multiple health providers of their choosing.  
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But advocates fear that the initiative, to be rolled out from 2021, is a cost cutting

measure to reduce the number of people in the program.  

Pressure for change ramps up 

When Robert announced the changes two weeks ago, he said the independent

assessments will “deliver a simpler, faster and fairer approach for determining a person’s

eligibility”. 

A spokesperson for the National Disability Insurance Agency also told Pro Bono News

that the independent assessments would not be used to make it harder for people to

access the scheme.

They said it had been part of ongoing discussions regarding improvements to the NDIS

experience, including consultation with more than 40 peak health and disability bodies

from across the sector. 

But since then, opposition has only grown stronger. 

Synapse, a peak body for acquired brain injury, described the proposal as a “tick and

flick observation method” that was “illogical and offensive” for the broader disability

sector and “entirely inappropriate” for Indigenous communities.

Every Australian Counts released a list of six questions around the legitimacy of the

independent assessments on Monday, urging the public to contact Robert for “straight

answers not spin”.     



Independent assessments are the biggest change to the #NDIS

(https://twitter.com/hashtag/NDIS?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw) since the

scheme started in 2013. But they are happening super fast – and without proper

consultation with people with #disability (https://twitter.com/hashtag/disability?

src=hash&ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw) and their families. Time for the Minister to hear

from you – https://t.co/DjLqdQZATh (https://t.co/DjLqdQZATh)

pic.twitter.com/1K1gsBdjzZ (https://t.co/1K1gsBdjzZ)

— Every Australian Counts (@EveryAustralian) September 14, 2020

(https://twitter.com/EveryAustralian/status/1305311700271263744?

ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw)

“The minister promised to talk to people with disability and their families about this big

change,” Every Australian Counts said in a statement. 

“He can start by coming clean and answering some simple questions.” 

Wallace said the disability community were working together well to send a strong

message, but the fight was far from over. 

“We are continuing to encourage people to make their voices heard, to lobby their local

MPs, to highlight their stories of why this is a bad idea,” Wallace said. 

“We are collecting all of these personal experiences and stories from the hundreds of

people coming together to fight this, and we’ll be making sure it is in front of the

government as we go forward.”

Maggie Coggan (https://probonoaustralia.com.au/author/maggiecoggan/)  | 
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Maggie Coggan is a journalist at Pro Bono News covering the social sector.
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2 comments
 Daniel Hanley says:

September 15, 2020 at 4:39 pm (https://probonoaustralia.com.au/news/2020/09/fight-against-ndis-
independent-assessments-ramps-up/#comment-272101)
Independent Medical Examiners strike fear into the hearts of Injured Workers who have to endure the
Workers Compensation process. Don’t inflict the same punishment on people in need of the NDIS. The
repercussions will be destructive

Reply

 Karen Burgess says:

September 17, 2020 at 1:25 am (https://probonoaustralia.com.au/news/2020/09/fight-against-ndis-
independent-assessments-ramps-up/#comment-272555)
Activism? Is this activism post-human rights charter for people with disabilities? I think this is a shameful
display for using people with disabilities and in a way for manufacturing outrage. This needs to stop in
the disability community as this type of headline-grabbing students and using people with disabilities
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to do it. Shameful.
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